12K Summer Term Curriculum Overview 2015/16
This term pupils will be studying the following topics in their KS5 curriculum

Subject

Topic

Functional Numeracy

Students continue to development their understanding of
coins and using money. Some students will learn and
understand how the term ‘tens’ and ‘unit’ to place
numbers in order and understand terms such as ‘greater
than, ‘less than’, ‘more than.’ Some students will learn
how to count and place numbers in order for example on
a number line. Some students will be using numbers in
simple calculations that involve addition and subtraction.
First half Term- Exploring the Greek Myth of Daedalus
and Icarus.
Second half term- Non Fiction topic London-Exploring
travel, tourism, major attractions etc.
Continuing on a recycling/upcycling theme we will be
making felt brooches from donated woollen clothing and
broken jewellery. Also decorating boxes, notebooks and
frames using decoupage. Making handbag charms from
donated broken jewellery and cutting seeded paper for
card making by 12A.
First half-term: Students will learn how computers use
variables to count things and keep track of what is going
on. Pupils learn to create simple games which use a
score variable.

English

Enterprise

ICT

Second half-term: Students will learn different ways of
collecting weather data, analysing the data and
presenting it.
Music

Continuing the introduction to Garageband on the iPad,
pupils will work in 2s learning to create a song using a
template with 2 or3 chords, with focus on a structure that
includes chorus, verse, bridge & instrumental.

Drama

Improvising, devising and performing. Students will work
together to perform pieces of their own devising and
based on their initial ideas.
Pirates/Tin Tin
Continuing the Pirate theme from last term – Art works
responding to “Red Rackhams Treasure” their reading
time book.
Making Art work for a “Tanabata” (Star Festival)
exhibition in the foyer on 7th of July

ART

Lambeth College
Link Course
Life Skills

Pupils are attending college at the Clapham site and
taking part in a sports programme to develop fitness for
leisure skills. .
Part of the Personal Progress Accreditation ‘Using a
Shop’. Every week the group travels to different local
supermarkets to do some shopping for the school’s
Breakfast Club. Each student is responsible for buying
one or more items individually. Through regular practice
students will build their knowledge, confidence and
independent skills.

